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ThE EnTERpRisE valuE in assEssing of ThE cosT mEThod

Assessment of the cost basis of the property of the state at the time of the calculation of the estimated 
cost of the restoration of the object in accordance with the measurement date and the present value 
of the functional, physical and technical condition. Calculation of the depreciation of the cost of the 
new building of the current value of the residual value of a unit with balance. Cost approach the main 
items that belgisi – classified assessment of the property complex components measured melenedi, was 
assessed for each part, and then the value of all the property of the complex, which is determined by 
adding the cost of the parts. The subject is not only the cost of the contractor’s current income, as well 
as the customer adds an investor or business income. That the cost to restore the property to a copy of 
the object that the cost of reproduction. At the same time, the cost of replacement, it is equal to the 
measured object, but it is not a copy of the object is to make the costs. Business benefits of the use of the 
building. Tozw physical disorders, aging and various functions of external factors (economic conditions, 
environmental conditions, etc.) a decrease in the value of the property of the company.
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Ж.А. Асқaровa

кә сі по рын құ нын бaғaлaудaғы шы ғын дық әді сі

Мем ле кет мү лі гін шы ғын дық әдіс пен бaғaлaу – бұл бaғaлaнaтын объек ті нің қaйтa қaлпынa кел
ті ру құ ны есе бі ке зін де гі aғымдaғы құ нын жә не бaғaлaу кү ні не сәй кес функ ционaлды, фи зикaлық 
жә не тех никaлық жaғдa йын  aнықтaу. Объек ті нің aғымдaғы құ нын жaңa құ ры лыс құ ны мен то зу 
есе бі нің жойылу құ ны ның aйыры мы есе бі мен жүр гі зе ді. Объек ті нің aғымдaғы құ нынa тек қaнa 
мер ді гер дің тaбы сы ғaнa емес, со ны мен қaтaр тaпсы рыс бе ру ші ин вес тор не ме се кә сіп кер лік 
тaбы сын қосaды. Ал дындa aйт ылғaндaй қaйтa қaлпынa кел ті ру құ ны бұл мен шік объек ті сі нің дәл 
кө шір ме сі нің ұдaйы өн ді ріс құ ны. Со ны мен қaтaр, орынбaсу құ ны – бұл бaғaлaнaтын объек ті ге 
тең, бірaқ оның кө шір ме сі бо лып тaбылмaйт ын объек ті ні жaсaуғa кет кен шы ғындaр. То зу – бұл 
фи зикaлық бұ зы лулaрдaн, функ циялaры ес кі ру ден жә не әр түр лі сырт қы фaкторлaрдaн (эко но
микaлық жaғдaйлaрдaн, қоршaғaн ортaның жaғдaйлaрынaн т.б.) болaтын кә сі по рын мүл кі құ ны ның 
тө мен деуі. Шы ғын дық тә сіл дің бaсты бел гі сі – бұл эле ме нт тер ге жік теп бaғaлaу, яғ ни бaғaлaнaтын 
мү лік тік комп лекс құрaмдaс бө лік тер ге мү ше ле не ді, әр бө лік тің бaғaлaуы жaсaлaды, содaн соң 
бaрлық мү лік тік комп лекс тің құ нын, оның бө лік те рі нің құндaрын қо су aрқы лы aнықтaлaды.

тү йін  сөз дер: шы ғын дық әдіс, жыл жымaйт ын мү лік бaғaсы, бaғaлaу құ ны, ин вес ти циялық 
шы ғындaр, aмор тизa ция.

Ж.А. Аскaровa

зaтрaтный ме тод при оцен ке стои мос ти предп рия тия

Под ход к оцен ке иму ще ствa предп риятия с точ ки зре ния зaтрaт – это оп ре де ле ние его те ку
щей стои мос ти нa ос но ве рaсчетa восстaно ви тель ной стои мос ти оце нивaемо го объектa или стои
мос ти зaме ще ния и оп ре де ле ния его фи зи чес ко го, тех ни чес ко го сос тоя ния и функ ционaльно го 
соот ве тс твия нa дaту оцен ки. Те кущaя стои мос ть объектa оп ре де ляет ся рaзни цей меж ду стои
мос тью но во го ст рои тель ствa и по те рей стои мос ти зa счет из носa. При этом в те ку щую стои
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мос ть объектa должнa быть вк лю ченa не толь ко при быль под ряд чикa, вхо дящaя в смет ную стои
мос ть объектa, но и при быль зaкaзчикa, нaзывaемaя предп ри нимaтельс кой при былью. Стои мос ть 
зaме ще ния – это сметнaя стои мос ть ст рои тель ствa но во го объектa, aнaло гич но го оце нивaемо му 
объек ту, с эк вивaлент ным функ ционaль ным нaзнaче нием, для ко то ро го до пускaет ся при ме не
ние конст рук тив ных ре ше ний и мaте риaлов взaмен устaрев ших, ис поль зовaнных в оце нивaемом 
объек те. Глaвный признaк зaтрaтно го под ходa – это поэле ме нтнaя оценкa, то есть оце нивaемый 
иму ще ст вен ный комп лекс рaсч ле няет ся нa состaвные чaсти, делaет ся оценкa кaждой чaсти, a 
зaтем стои мос ть все го иму ще ст вен но го комп лексa по лучaют пу тем сум ми ровa ния стои мос тей 
его чaстей.

клю че вые словa: зaтрaтный ме тод, це ны нa нед ви жи мос ть, оце ночнaя стои мос ть, ин вес ти
ци он ные рaсхо ды, aмор тизa ция.

introduction

The history of mankind shows that people 
always aimed to live in the best natural environment 
– in the fertile lands, have convenient harbors in 
auspicious climate, the presence of water and fuel 
resources, in areas where the bearing capacity of 
soil, the depth and other natural characteristics 
auspicious for construction. Staying in such places, 
people built houses, public buildings, religious 
buildings, industrial and farm buildings, public 
facilities, combined their roads auspicious territory 
settlements, adapted them for life. Economic 
development, business activity, the relevant laws 
determined the style and standard of living and 
behavior.

Experimental рart. All evaluation method in-
volves a preliminary analysis of certain information 
base and the corresponding calculation algorithm. 
All methods of assessment can determine the value 
of the business at a specific date and all the meth-
ods are market because take into account the current 
market conditions, market expectations of inves-
tors, market risks associated with the business are 
measured, and the expected «response» of the mar-
ket with the purchase and sale transactions valued. 
There are two methods of evaluation to determine 
the income method is used in the world: the direct 
capitalization method and the discounted cash flow 
method. This is the most universal method for as-
sessing the value of different types of property of 
the company.

results and discussion. Assessment of the cost 
basis of the property of the state at the time of the 
calculation of the estimated cost of the restoration of 
the object in accordance with the measurement date 
and the present value of the functional, physical and 
technical condition. Calculation of the depreciation 
of the cost of the new building of the current value 
of the residual value of a unit with balance. The 
subject is not only the cost of the contractor’s current 
income, as well as the customer adds an investor or 

business income. That the cost to restore the property 
to a copy of the object that the cost of reproduction. 
At the same time, the cost of replacement, it is equal 
to the measured object, but it is not a copy of the 
object is to make the costs. Business benefits of 
the use of the building. Tozw- physical disorders, 
aging and various functions of external factors 
(economic conditions, environmental conditions, 
etc.) a decrease in the value of the property of the 
company. Cost approach the main items that belgisi 
– classified assessment of the property complex 
components measured müşelenedi, was assessed for 
each part, and then the value of all the property of 
the complex, which is determined by adding the cost 
of the parts.

Is the most suitable method for the assessment 
of costs on the basis of the following cases:

In assessing the state of objects;
- Specially for use in the calculation of the value 

of the property (not successful) 
- schools, hospitals, cultural buildings, railway 

stations, etc .; 
- On the revaluation of fixed assets; 
- Accounting for fixed assets; 
- During the assessment of the tax and insurance 

purposes; 
- In the distribution of property litigation;
- Open auction for the sale of the property.
Stages of the cost approach and its 

implementation:
1. Analysis of the structure of the property 

complex of the enterprise; 
2. To determine the value of the land; 
3. The determination of the cost of rehabilitation; 
4. Depreciation; 
5. The property of the company, excluding 

depreciation calculation of the cost of each 
component part of a complex recovery. 

6. Сalculate the total cost of ownership of the 
enterprise object.

stage 1 – Analysis of the structure of the 
property complex of the enterprise
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In this stage the real estate appraiser organization 
to analyze the structure of the complex and the 
main part of the structure will be able to identify 
the value of different methods of assessment. 
For example, if a complex real estate only if the 
following components: land, building, construction, 
communications section, and if the institution is at 
the machine park, where a group of machines and 
equipment to identify specific features (technology, 
depending on the year and structural features) 
grouping. Therefore, depending on the nature of 
the cost of the property to appreciate the different 
methods of approach.

stage 2 – Determine the value of the land.
The appraiser to determine the value of the land 

in order to lay it will be considered. If the land is 
leased, the amount is estimated. The following 
methods are used to estimate the land:

1. Direct comparable sales method; 
2. The method of aspect; 
3. The use of the method; 
4. The method of the residual value of the Earth.
comparable sales method is often used when 

estimating the value of the land and is a reliable 
method. On sale at the site of the first through the 
application process and the quality of information 
used depending on the nature of the same. 

The first data collection using the following 
procedures:

1-st procedure. Home is the first collection of its 
main source of information:

public records; 
that information from its bank appraiser; 
materials periodicals and publications 

specializing in the real estate market;
Mapped data requires the grouping of objects on 

the following criteria for selection:
location; 
a description of the local; 
the date of sale;
sales conditions; 
2-st procedure. Amending the Memile prices. 

Commercial price adjustment or modification, 
change the percentage or absolute unity. This is 
made in the following order:

period of time; 
location; 
a description of the property.
However, this method can only use the asset 

market conditions. If you performed a direct 
comparison is not possible because of the sale 
transaction unique, the ratio method is used to 
estimate the land. These methods include the 
following: 

method is a method related to the use of the land 
evaluation assesses the development of a promising 
future; 

land valuation income approach;
In this case, requiring the analysis of this method 

are as follows:
to determine the most likely of the construction plan;
price forecasts and the definition of the term; 
creation of construction cost estimates;
using the discounted cash flow method of 

valuation of the land.
Earth’s residual value method. Earth’s residual 

income from the standpoint of economic theory:
1. Salaries paid; 
2. Interest-bearing loans; 
3. Control (business income).
The rest of the money is the income of the land. 

The success of the land is determined by its value 
after deducting the direct capitalization method.

stage 3 – Determine the cost of the removal of 
the restoration.

the estimated cost of the restoration of the 
object 3 method is used to determine:

1. The part of the district unit cost method; 
2. The method of calculation of retail items; 
3. The construction method of calculation.
Is a part of the district unit cost method 

– similar objects on the construction of the 
development on the basis of the costs of the 
loss of information (area of   1 m or 1 cubic m). 
The estimated cost of the regulatory unit of the 
building will be able to increase the total cost 
and the region as a whole. 

the purpose of the method of calculation of the 
retail elements of the distribution of the individual 
items in the building: basement, ground floor, 
wall, frame, roof, etc.  Collects information on the 
estimated cost of each item, and then calculated the 
total cost of the building by adding the cost of the 
items.

PSD estimate method of the construction of 
the building through the establishment of a list of 
construction works (different type of work) is a loss 
that the (labor, materials, tools, electricity, transport 
vehicles, etc.).

stage 4 – Determination of depreciation.
Total depreciation – taking into account the 

physical, functional and external form of the loss of 
value of the company. 

this reference can wear in accordance with the 
following types: physical, functional, external.

Physical wear and tear – a decrease in the value 
of property in connection with the loss of the original 
properties of the element.
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Functional wear and tear due to the loss of its 
ability to directly focus on the use of a decrease in 
the value of the property. 

External wear – measured in relation to object to 
changes in external factors:

Changes in environmental conditions;
Changes in market conditions; 
Changes in financial and legal contracts, etc.
That will be deleted from the wear and tear on 

the nature of the functional and physical degradation 
and are divided into.

Conversion costs, which will be removed dur-
ing the reconstruction. Determines the relative cost 
estimate to calculate the cost to repair it. 

It will increase the value of your property repair 
costs, which is characterized by the destruction of 
property that does not repair.

Method of calculating depreciation. Depending 
on the level of wear and tear are 3 methods:

1. A method of survival in life;
2. The method of the market; 
3. The method of disassembly.
The period of effectiveness of the method -obek-

tiniñ term economic survival and viability of the ac-
count, determines the level of wear and tear.

How to market depreciation method based on 
the analysis of market information.

Dismantling method. There are three different 
type of wear is determined by: physical, functional, 
outer wear.

stage 5 – The real estate company, excluding 
depreciation calculation of the cost of each of the 
components of the complex recovery

For each of the components of accumulated 
depreciation of property complex is determined by 
taking into account the average cost of restoration.

stage 6 – calculate the total cost of the com-
pany’s own facilities

Of all the components of the company’s own as-
sessment of the value of the object is determined by 
the cost, including the cost of recovery and the cost 
of the land.

conclusion

The valuation of accuracy depends on the num-
ber of significant size and quality of the information 
collected.

If there is sufficient information on the sale 
of facilities, functions and settings estate really 
need to make sure that compare measured. Thus, 
in the analysis of real estate sales in the near fu-
ture in a building on the land, the financial terms 
of the transaction, etc. As a rule, much more than 
the last selected number of similarities with the 
assessment of sales (and recommendations) are 
analyzed.

Not the only factor in the sales report, listing 
(sale) with a justification of the need for a simple 
calculation of the price paid by the buyer is usually 
the result of the process of trading, where the trades 
of the real estate must be investigated and assessed. 
The results of the sellers about their value based on 
the objects for sale in the first place often. In turn, 
sold and hired appraisers with information about the 
objects, and uses this information.
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